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City Breaks: Naples 
 
 
 
Day 1 – Arrival 
Arrival at the airport of Naples, meeting with your local assistance that on the way to your hotel will give 
information and hints of the city. The city offers a wealth of things to see, rivalling Rome in terms of the history 
and splendour of its attractions. From archaeological sites and historical monuments like the city’s formidable 
Castel Nuovo, to lively piazzas and of course gastronomy, Naples is also the place that pizza was first baked, and 
the seaside setting provides some of the freshest fish you’ll find in Italy. Free time for lunch during the excursion. 
Accommodation, dinner and overnight in your hotel. 
 
Day 2 – Naples 
Breakfast in hotel, meeting with our local guide and full day visit of the city. UNESCO-declared Cultural Heritage 
Site – Naples’ historic centre is a site not to be missed. Twenty centuries of history has shaped this coastal 
metropolis, and the city is proud of its ancient centre, which is the largest in the world at almost three square miles. 
The city’s famous nativity scene makers can be seen along Via San Gregorio Armeno. The area contains almost 
450 historic and monumental churches, meaning there’s something to admire around nearly every corner. San 
Gennaro Cathedral is worth a visit, and is the where the famous Miracle Blood ceremony takes place every year, 
while the garden of the Santa Chiara Convent is a lovely place to take a rest. Free time for lunch during the 
excursion. Dinner and overnight in your hotel. 
 
Day 3 – Amalfi Coast & Pompeii 
Breakfast in hotel, meeting with our guide and departure for beautiful Amalfi Coast’s with its stunning looks that 
hide a surprising blend of history and heritage. There are some fantastic resort beaches, like Amalfi’s sandy shore 
and Minori’s quieter curve of beachfront but look behind the gloss and you’ll find some of Italy’s most impressive 
heritage attractions, too. There’s the monochrome-striped cathedral in Amalfi, and Ravello's spectacular Villa 
Rufolo, with its flower-filled gardens and panoramic views. You’ll find plenty of amazing sights just a short drive 
away, too, like Pompeii frozen in time by Vesuvius’ deadly eruption. Today, Pompeii is probably one of the best 
places in the world to step back into Roman times. This ruined city remained frozen in time until it started to be 
uncovered in 1748, after being discovered by a surveying engineer. Free time for lunch during the excursion. 
Dinner and overnight in your hotel. 
 
Day 4  
At the appropriate time a private car/van or coach will return us to the airport to take our return flight home 
after a very varied tour. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


